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2009 Kawasaki KLX 450R from the Movie Priest  $4250 (Dallas, Texas)
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2009 kawasaki KLX450R
VIN: KLX
fuel: gas
odometer: 1000
paint color: brown
title status: clean
transmission: manual

2009 Kawasaki KLX450R from the (2011) Movie Priest
Own a piece of Hollywood History

QR Code Link to This Post

Why own a regular dirt bike when you can own one from the 2011 film Priest! This 2009
KLX450R is almost like new and then aged down by the special effects department to fit
the apocalyptic vibe of the movie, along with some added stylized pieces that will stand
out from the crowd. Take this bike out to the dunes and stop people in there tracks.
A centuries long war between humans and vampires has devastated the planet's surface
and led to a theocracy under an organization called The Church. They constructed giant
walled cities to protect mankind and developed a group of elite warriors, the Priests, to
turn the tide against the vampires. The majority of the vampires were killed, while the
remainder were placed in reservations. With the war over, the Clergy disbanded the
Priests. Outside the walled cities, some humans seek out a living, free from the totalitarian control of the Church.

The Kawasakis 2009 KLX450R may have inherited the lightweight engine and chassis from the multiple championship winning
KX450F motocrosser, but it is much more than a highstrung racer. . . Designed for the rigors of the offroad world, the
KLX450R delivers a wide spread of power with hightraction torque and superior throttle control, combined with the
enhanced durability, comfort, and long range thats required in unforgiving offroad environments  motousa.com
Comes with Certificate of Authenticity and Clear Title!

